In two studies with college student participants, we explored the ways in which worry and rumination may be similar or distinct. Towards that end, as part of our research, we developed new laboratory measures of worry and rumination. In Study 1, we examined how the new lab instruments we developed differentiate worry versus rumination and initiation versus termination. We did so by comparing them with two other measurement methods of worry and rumination, ecological momentary assessment and questionnaires. We found that the laboratory measures were reasonably able to differentiate worry from rumination, but not initiation from termination. In Study 2, we further examined the relationship between attentional biases to threat/danger and loss/failure (using the dot probe task) and both worry and rumination to explore the nature of distinctions between worry and rumination. We found different patterns of attentional bias associated with worry and rumination. Worry was associated with bias away from threat. In contrast, rumination was associated with bias toward loss/failure. The results of the two studies suggest that there are some meaningful differences between worry and rumination. The implications of the current findings are discussed.
Introduction
Worry and rumination are examples of maladaptive repetitive thinking that are important vulnerability factors for, and key features of, emotional disorders such as generalized anxiety disorder (GAD) and major depressive disorder (MDD) (Ruscio et al. 2011; Smith and Alloy 2009; Watkins 2008) . There have been fruitful discussions and debates about the mechanisms and nature of worry and rumination.
However, more work needs to be done, especially regarding the nature of distinctions and similarities between worry and rumination (Beck et al. 1987; Clark et al. 1989; Segerstrom et al. 2003; Watkins 2008) , as well as understanding their temporal dynamics (Berenbaum 2010; Oathes et al. 2011) . The goal of the present research was to further explore the ways in which worry and rumination are distinct and similar; toward that end, as part of our research, we developed new laboratory measures of worry and rumination.
In recent years, a good bit of work has drawn attention to common characteristics shared by worry and rumination (McEvoy et al. 2013; Ruscio et al. 2011; Segerstrom et al. 2003; Watkins 2008) . For example, both worry and rumination are primarily verbal-linguistic and involve self-focused negative thoughts (Mor and Winquist 2002; Stokes and Hirsch 2010) . With an increased focus on the transdiagnostic mechanisms underlying cognitive-affective dysfunctions among mood and anxiety disorders, recent research proposes that worry and rumination represent a common core process of perseverative thought and a tendency to engage in negative thinking in a repetitive, uncontrolled manner (Segerstrom et al. 2003; Watkins 2008) . Similarly, recent studies found that "negative repetitive thinking" is a common risk factor for the emotional difficulties observed in both GAD 1 3 and MDD (McEvoy et al. 2013; Ruscio et al. 2011; Watkins 2008) .
Although work in recent years clearly demonstrates important similarities between worry and rumination, there still may be some important differences. Historically, researchers considered worry and rumination as two distinct entities (Beck et al. 1987; Clark et al. 1989) , proposing that worry is mostly concerned with future events that entail possible threatening outcomes (Berenbaum 2010) , whereas rumination is mostly concerned with past events, especially regarding past loss or failure (Kirkegaard Thomsen 2006; Nolen-Hoeksema et al. 2008; Segerstrom et al. 2003) . The avoidance theory of worry (Borkovec 1994) posits that worry is a cognitive avoidance response to perceived threat, whereas goal-fulfillment and discrepancy models of rumination (Martin et al. 1993; Wanke and Schmid 1996) posit that a failure or loss in making progress towards personal goals drives ruminative thinking. The present research is grounded in the expectation that there are both similarities and differences between worry and rumination, and what needs to be done is to explicate what they are.
One way in which worry and rumination may differ is the attentional mechanisms involved. Cognitive models posit that emotional disorders are caused and maintained by biases in the processing of emotion-congruent information (Beck and Haigh 2014) , and numerous studies have found links between attentional biases and anxiety and depression (Koster et al. 2005; Mathews and MacLeod 2005; Mogg et al. 1993 ). In addition, although it still is a matter of debate, the results of previous research suggest that worry is correlated more strongly with anxiety than with depression, whereas rumination is correlated more strongly with depression than anxiety (Beck et al. 1987; Kendall and Ingram 1989) . Thus, delineating the attentional mechanisms involved in worry and rumination can provide new insights into the underlying mechanisms of the development of anxiety and depression and set the stage for developing improved interventions.
Despite its theoretical and clinical implications, studies have only recently begun to examine the direct relationship between worry and rumination and attentional biases. The few studies that directly investigated the relationship between worry and attention bias have yielded mixed results. Whereas some found evidence of attentional bias towards threat in high trait anxious groups or high worriers (BarHaim et al. 2007; , others failed to find an association between attentional bias to threat and worry (Engels et al. 2007; Oathes et al. 2011; Sass et al. 2010) . Similarly, an association between rumination and attention bias is largely unsettled. Some studies found a significant association between the two when the dysphoric stimuli were presented for a long duration (e.g., 1000 ms) (Donaldson et al. 2007; Joormann et al. 2006) , whereas other studies suggest that rumination is specifically related to impaired attentional disengagement from, rather than facilitated engagement toward, negative information (Grafton et al. 2016; Southworth et al. 2017) . In summary, though inconclusive, past research raises the possibility that worry and rumination have different patterns of attentional bias, with the two potentially differing with respect to: (a) the content of stimuli to which attention is biased (i.e., contentspecificity); and (b) whether attention is biased toward or away from specific types of stimuli.
Prior research on worry and rumination has focused almost exclusively on the content and amount of worrying/ ruminating. For example, questionnaires, the most common method used to measure worry and rumination, assess worry and rumination using items such as "I worry all the time" and "I spend a great deal of time thinking back over my embarrassing or disappointing moments." More recently, however, Berenbaum (2010) proposed an initiation-termination (IT) two-phase model of worrying in which the initiation and termination phases of worry are differentiated. He argued that worry should not be considered a static entity, but should instead be thought of as a dynamic process that unfolds over time (Berenbaum 2010 ). The IT model suggests that the following aspects of worrying need more attention: (a) how easily worrying is initiated; and (b) how easily worrying is terminated. According to the IT model, worry is initiated by perceptions of threat, whereas worrying is terminated when the threat is accepted. To the extent that an individual is unable or unwilling to accept the threat, s/he is unlikely to stop worrying. An initial test of the IT model of worry (Berenbaum et al. 2018 ) using ecological momentary assessment (EMA) found that ease of worry initiation and difficulty with worry termination incrementally predicted global worry and GAD symptom severity, highlighting the potential value of distinguishing between the initiation and termination of worrying. Although Berenbaum's (2010) model was formulated in relation to worry, it is possible to extend the model to rumination.
Although questionnaires and interviews are most commonly used for assessing worry and rumination (Meyer et al. 1990; Sheehan et al. 2001; Trapnell and Campbell 1999) , they are limited in that they are retrospective reports that can be influenced by a variety of recall biases (Stone et al. 2007 ). In addition, none of them distinguishes the initiation versus termination phases of worry and rumination. An alternative strategy is laboratory tasks. Laboratory tasks can minimize many sources of recall bias, and provide the opportunity to examine the pattern of individuals' emotional, behavioral, and cognitive experiences in a controlled environment. Several studies have used laboratory tasks to measure individuals' worry and rumination patterns. For example, repetitive negative thoughts were measured via thought sampling during a focused breathing task (FBT; Borkovec et al. 1983; Ruscio and Borkovec 2004) . During 5 min of FBT, participants were signaled four times at varying intervals (from 30 to 120 s apart); at each signal, they answered a set of questions that assessed whether they were engaging in negative thoughts at the moment. Although FBT showed good predictive validity (Ruscio et al. 2011) , it remains unclear whether what is captured during FBT is specific to the ease of initiating negative thoughts, difficulty terminating those thoughts, or both. In addition, studies using FBT did not differentiate worry and rumination, but rather assessed negative automatic thoughts. In other studies (Eysenck 1984; Rapee 1993) , worry was measured during a thinking period during which participants were instructed to simply worry about the worry topic they had previously identified. During the 5-min thinking period, an auditory stimulus (e.g., beep sound) was presented every 15 s and participants answered whether they had been worrying when the signal occurred. Although Eysenck (1984) showed the modulation effect by trait and state negative affect on different time points of the worry process (e.g., initial 75 s vs. later), his experiment was not designed to capture individual differences in worry initiation and termination; further, rumination was not assessed. In Study 1, we modified the tasks that had been developed by Borkovec et al. (1983) and Eysenck (1984) to create new laboratory instruments to explore distinctions and similarities between worry and rumination as well as those between initiation versus termination.
The goals of the present research were to: (1) explore the ways in which worry and rumination may be similar or distinct, particularly focusing on the pattern of their associations with attentional biases; and (2) develop and examine lab instruments to help us achieve the first goal. In Study 1, we examined how the new lab instruments we developed differentiate worry versus rumination and initiation versus termination. We did so by comparing the new lab instruments with two other measurement methods of worry and rumination, EMA and questionnaires. In Study 2, we examined the relationship between attentional biases to threat/danger and loss/failure (using the dot probe task) and both worry and rumination to explore potential distinctions between worry and rumination. Existing conceptualizations describe worry as repeated ideation focused on to-be-avoided threats, and describe rumination as focused on to-be-understood loss or failure (Mathews and MacLeod 2005; Smith and Alloy 2009 ). As such, we hypothesized that worry would be associated with biased attention to threat, rather than loss/failure, whereas rumination would be associated with biased attention to loss/failure rather than threat. Per direction of attention biases (orienting vs. avoidance), we had no a priori hypothesis. Rather, the literature suggests two competing predictions. On the one hand, based on prior findings that high worriers and individuals with GAD show an increased attention bias towards threat Mathews and MacLeod 2005) , one might expect worry to be associated with biased attention towards threat. On the other hand, based on the avoidance theory of worry (Borkovec 1994) , which posits that worry is a cognitive avoidance response to perceived threat, one might expect worry to be associated with biased attention away from threat. Per rumination, based on some of the prior findings that high ruminators and individuals with MDD show an increased attentional bias towards dysphoric information (Donaldson et al. 2007; Joormann et al. 2006) , one might expect that rumination to be associated with biased attention towards loss/failure. On the other hand, based on the possibility that, like worry, rumination may be a cognitive avoidance strategy to perceived loss/ failure, one might expect rumination to be associated with biased attention away from threat.
Study 1
In Study 1, we designed separate lab tasks to measure each of the following: worry initiation, worry termination, rumination initiation, and rumination termination. The same constructs were measured using EMA, which involves repeated sampling of participants' behaviors and experiences in real time in the contexts in which they naturally occur (Shiffman et al. 2008) . Past research has shown that EMA reasonably distinguishes between the initiation of worry and the termination of worry (Berenbaum et al. 2018 ). In addition, we administered well-established worry and rumination questionnaires (i.e., PSWQ, RRQ). In Study 1, we aimed to examine how the new lab instruments we developed differentiate worry versus rumination and initiation versus termination by comparing them with questionnaires and EMA.
Method

Participants
Participants were 46 undergraduate students (66.7% female; mean age = 20.3 years). The majority of participants (59.1%) were White, followed by 29.5% Asian, and 9.1% African American; 2.3% chose to describe themselves as "other." All participants completed a voluntary informed consent at the start of the session and received monetary compensation for their participation. The research protocol was approved by the university institutional review board. Participants were tested individually.
Procedures
We used a within-subject design in which participants completed all of the following tasks: four laboratory tasks measuring the initiation and termination of worry and rumination, EMA, and questionnaires. To minimize fatigue and potential transfer effects between lab tasks, the study was conducted in two separate sessions, in such a way that rumination and worry lab tasks were administered on a different day. The order of tasks were counterbalanced, such that half of the participants completed rumination lab tasks on the first day while completing the worry lab tasks on the second day, and the other half started with worry tasks. The order of administering worry/rumination questionnaires was also randomized. Participants completed the EMA after they completed the lab sessions.
Self-Report Questionnaires
Worry was measured using the Penn State Worry Questionnaire (PSWQ; Meyer et al. 1990 ). Participants rated how each of 16 statements described them (e.g., "My worries overwhelm me") on a scale from 1 (not at all typical) to 5 (very typical). There was no missing data and the internal consistency in our sample was excellent (α = .90).
Rumination was measured using the rumination subscale of Rumination/Reflection Questionnaire (RRQ; Trapnell and Campbell 1999) . Participants rated how each of 12 statements described them (e.g., "I tend to ruminate or dwell over things that happened to me for a really long time afterward") on a scale from 1 (strongly disagree) to 5 (strongly agree). There was no missing data and the internal consistency in our sample was good (α = .87).
Laboratory Assessment of Initiation and Termination of Worry/Rumination
The initiation lab tasks included a shortened version of the FBT used by Ruscio and Borkovec (2004) but with a brief priming phase preceding the FBT. The priming phase was added: (1) to capture a wide range of initiation proneness; and (2) to prime for worry versus rumination specifically. In addition, to enable us to specifically measure worry initiation, we developed a new way of scoring the task (detailed in "Methods" section). The termination lab tasks were developed by modifying Eysenck's (1984) worry task. Similar to Eysenck's worry task, we instructed participants to simply worry about the worry topic they had previously identified. However, at each prompt during the task, instead of asking participants whether they had been worrying when the signal occurred, we asked whether they had been worrying continuously since the last signal, and how difficult they found it to stop worrying. Detailed information about each task is described below.
Worry Initiation Task
To measure worry initiation, participants engaged in three trials of a quiet time (QT) task, each of which was preceded by a brief priming phase. The QT task was adapted from the Focused Breathing Task by Ruscio and Borkovec (2004) . During the QT, which lasted one minute, participants were instructed to close their eyes and pay attention to their breathing. They were signaled twice (first after 30 s, and then again after 1 min) and, at each signal, participants were first asked to indicate whether they had been engaging in some thoughts at least some of the time during the preceding 30 s. If they answered affirmatively, they were asked the following questions: (a) whether these thoughts were positive, negative, or neutral; (b) whether what they were thinking about concerned something that happened in the past; and (c) whether what they were thinking about something that could happen in the future. Participants who indicated that they were thinking about something negative that could happen in the future were judged to have initiated worry. After answering questions following the first signal, participants were once again asked to close their eyes and pay attention to their breathing.
A brief priming phase preceded the QT task in order to avoid obtaining skewed data (i.e., a lot of individuals showing no initiation of worry) and to capture a wide range of initiation proneness. The priming phase was composed of reading some bogus statistics and a personal narrative. The bogus statistics described high probabilities of the occurrence of negative events. It was written in such a way that the statistics were from a survey of undergraduates, and the contents involved topics that undergraduates could easily engage in. The personal narrative was a short paragraph consisting of a stream of thoughts about possible negative future events. The narrative was written in an ambiguous way (in terms of context) to prevent the story from invoking any strong emotions. We used three sets of bogus statistics and personal narratives. One set concerned study/work, another concerned social relationships, and the third set concerned finances. There were three trials, each of which followed one of the three sets of bogus statistics and personal narratives. The order of presentation was randomized across participants.
For each trial of the worry initiation task, the ease of worry initiation was measured on a scale from 0 to 3 (0 = not initiated at either 1st or 2nd beep; 1 = initiated worry only at 2nd beep; 2 = initiated worry only at 1st beep, 3 = initiated worry at both 1st and 2nd beeps). A worrisome thought that occurred while being instructed to pay attention to breathing is likely to reflect the ease of worry initiation rather than the difficulty of terminating worry. Individuals who reported initiating worry at both time points were considered to have greater ease of worry initiation than (a) individuals who reported initiating worry at only the first beep, who were considered to have greater ease of worry initiation than (b) individuals who took longer to initiate worrying and hence reported worry initiation at only the second beep, who were considered to have greater ease of worry than (c) individuals who never initiated worrying. The sum of the scores from three QT trials was used as the index of ease of worry initiation. The worry initiation task had good internal consistency (α = .71).
Rumination Initiation Task
The rumination initiation task was almost identical to the worry initiation task, with one exception-the content of the bogus statistics and personal narrative during the priming phase differed. Specifically, the bogus statistics used for the worry initiation task described high probabilities of future negative events, whereas the bogus statistics used for the rumination initiation task described past negative events. The narrative used for the worry initiation task was mostly composed of a chain of thoughts concerning possible future negative events, whereas the narrative used for the rumination initiation task was mostly composed of a chain of thoughts concerning past negative events. The scoring scheme of the rumination initiation task was identical to that of the worry initiation task (see details in Online Appendix A).
Worry Termination Task
To measure worry termination, participants engaged in two trials of a thinking period, during which participants were instructed to worry about their worry topic (see details below). The procedure for the thinking period was adapted mainly from Eysenck's (1984) assessment of the worry process. Participants were first asked to think of three current worries. These worries were to be of moderate and comparable intensity. Participants wrote a brief description of each worry and categorized the content of their worry topics as work/study, social/relationships, physical, financial or other. They rated the intensity of each worry on a 100-point scale ranging from 0 (not worrying at all) to 100 (the most worrying thing you can possibly imagine). The experimenter reviewed the three worry topics and chose two that fell within a moderate range of intensity (between 40 and 80) and were distinct from each other. Any participants who mentioned more than two worries outside this range were asked to think of other moderate-intensity worries. The experimenter and the participant then discussed the first worry topic for around 1 min to remind the participant of all salient aspects. This process was designed to make sure virtually all participants began worrying. During the thinking period, which lasted 3 min, participants were instructed to worry about the topic just discussed with their eyes closed. Participants were signaled six times (every 30 s) at which time they were to indicate what they were doing at the time of the signal. At each signal, participants were first asked, "Since the last beep, have you been worrying continuously?"
1 Participants indicated one of the following: (1) Yes, I have been worrying continuously, (2) No, I stopped worrying, but then I started up worrying again, or (3) No, I stopped worrying and did not start again. They were then asked to indicate, since the last beep, how much of the time they had been worrying on a scale of 1 (not at all) to 5 (the entire time). At the end of the task, participants were asked how difficult they found it to stop worrying during the exercise on a scale of 1 (not at all) to 5 (extremely). This whole procedure, which was considered a trial, was repeated for the second worry topic.
For each trial, the frequency of continuing worrying was measured on a scale from 1 to 3 (1 = "No, I stopped worrying and did not start again"; 2 = "No, I stopped worrying, but then I started up worrying again"; 3 = "Yes, I have been worrying continuously"). The index of difficulty with worry termination was computed using the sum of the six items: three items per trial (i.e., the frequency of continuing worrying, the time spent on worrying, and difficulty stopping worrying) × 2 trials. The worry termination task had good internal consistency (α = .84).
Rumination Termination Task
The rumination termination task was almost identical to the worry termination task except for two things. First, instead of indicating worry topics, participants were asked to think of three current ruminations: things that happened in the past that currently concern them and that they have been dwelling on (e.g., something they did that they wish they had not done and/or something they did not do but wish they had). Two of the three rumination topics were selected for the rumination termination task (the ones that fell in the moderate range of intensity). During the thinking period, participants were instructed to dwell on the topic previously identified with their eyes closed. Second, the questions asked during the thinking period were structurally identical to those of the worry termination task except to probe difficulty with rumination termination. The same procedure, which was considered a trial, was repeated for the second rumination topic. The scoring scheme of the rumination termination task was identical to that of the worry termination task (see details in Online Appendix B).
Ecological Momentary Assessment of Initiation and Termination of Worry/Rumination
For EMA, we largely adopted Berenbaum et al.'s (2018) EMA method but expanded it to measure rumination in addition to worry. Survey signals were generated using Qualtrics software (2005, Provo) and were delivered as a text message through participants' smartphones. The text message contained a survey link that included a series of questions about worry and rumination. Participants were prompted six times per day over the course of five consecutive days. Participants were allowed to choose the time frame (8 am-11 pm, 9 am-12 am, 10 am-1 am or 11 am-2 am) they would prefer, all of which covered 15 h per day. Prompts were randomly dispersed within two and a half hour time periods throughout the day, such that one message would occur within every two and a half hour time period (i.e., one message between 10 am and 12:30 pm, and the next message sent between 12:30 pm and 3 pm, etc). Prompts occurred as few as 150 and as many as 198 min apart (M = 181, SD = 32). Participants were given up to 20 min to respond to each prompt and subsequent series of questions. When participants did not respond, the survey link for that prompt expired, recording missing data for that prompt. Participants responded to between 13 (43.3%) and 30 (100%) prompts [M = 24.6 (82%), SD = 4.0] out of a total of 30 prompts. Response rate to prompts was not significantly correlated with either PSWQ (r = .18, p > .2) or RRQ (r = .22, p > .1) scores.
At each prompt, participants were asked a set of worry and rumination related questions. The order of questions (worry vs. rumination) was counterbalanced. For worry, participants were first asked whether they had worried at any time since the last prompt. If they had worried, participants were asked: (a) during the most recent block of time (since the last message), whether they started worrying about anything new that they had not been worrying about during the preceding block of time (0 = no, 1 = yes); (b) during the most recent block of time (since the last message), whether they continued worrying about something that they had already been worrying about during the preceding block of time Due to the nature of the questions asked (using the time frame of "since the last message"), the first prompted message of the day did not include question (a) or question (b). The first question asked (i.e., whether they worried since they woke up) was instead used for assessing the initiation of worry. If participants reported not having worried since the last message, they were asked the same questions, but regarding the last time they had worried. These responses were not included in the analyses; they were included to discourage participants from reporting they had not worried as a strategy to have to answer fewer questions.
The proportion of prompts on which participants had new worries (question a), which was adjusted based on the number of prompts to which they responded, was used as an index of ease of worry initiation. To measure continuing worries (question b), the responses were recoded as 0 or 1: both answer 1 ("No, I have not been worrying about anything that I had already been worrying about during the preceding block of time") and answer 2 ("Yes, I have been worrying about something that I had already been worrying about during the preceding block of time, but it has been off and on") were coded as 0 and answer 3 ("Yes, I have been worrying about something that I had already been worrying about during the preceding block of time, and I have worried about it continuously") was coded as 1. Then, the summed score across prompts were divided by the number of responded prompts to calculate the proportion of prompts on which participants had continuing worries. Finally, as an index of difficulty with worry termination, a composite score was created by averaging the z-scores of the following variables that were highly correlated (correlations ranged from 0.6 to 0.8): (1) proportion of prompts on which they had continuing worries (question b), adjusted based on the number of prompts responded to, (2) difficulty stopping worrying (question c), and (3) the time spent worrying (question d).
The rumination questions were structured in the exact same way as worry questions except to probe about participants' rumination pattern. Scoring scheme of the rumination questions was also identical to that of the worry questions (see details in Online Appendix C).
Results and Discussion
The following variables were positively skewed (i.e., absolute value of the skewness statistic greater than two times the standard error of the skewness) and thus log-transformed: Lab rumination initiation, EMA worry initiation, EMA rumination initiation, EMA rumination termination. Descriptive statistics for all variables used can be found in Online Appendix D.
Differentiating Worry Versus Rumination
As can be seen in Table 1 , 2 the lab rumination measures of initiation and termination were both significantly correlated with the RRQ, r = .37, p = .01 and r = .32, p = .03, respectively, but not with the PSWQ, r = − .02, p > .9 and r = .21, p > .1 respectively. Similarly, the lab worry measures of initiation and termination were both significantly correlated with the PSWQ, r = .30, p = .04 and r = .37, p = .01, respectively, whereas the lab worry initiation was not significantly correlated with the RRQ, r = .27, p > .07 and only the lab worry termination was significantly correlated with the RRQ, r = .32, p = .03 (but to a lesser degree than with the PSWQ).
In comparison, the EMA measures were not differentially associated with the RRQ and PSWQ in the manner that was expected. Specifically, the EMA worry initiation was positively correlated with the RRQ, r = .41, p = .005, but not with the PSWQ, r = .18, p > .2. The EMA worry termination was not significantly correlated with either the PSWQ, r = .27, p = .08 or the RRQ, r = .28, p = .064. Although the EMA rumination termination was positively correlated with the RRQ, r = .34, p = .034, the EMA rumination initiation was not significantly correlated with either the PSWQ, r = .08, p > .5 or the RRQ, r = .08, p > .6.
In summary, overall, the lab measures were better differentiating worry from rumination than were the EMA measures.
Differentiating the Initiation Versus Termination Phases
As can be seen in Table 2 , the lab measures did not seem to differentiate the initiation versus termination phases of worry and rumination very well. For example, lab worry initiation was strongly correlated with lab worry termination, r = .59, p < .000, and lab rumination initiation was positively correlated with lab rumination termination, r = .33, p = .03.
On the other hand, consistent with Berenbaum et al. (2018) , the EMA measures better differentiated the initiation versus termination phases of worry and rumination. The strongest correlations were found between EMA worry initiation and rumination initiation, r = .76, p < .000 and between EMA worry termination and rumination termination, r = .67, p < .000. EMA worry initiation was not significantly correlated with EMA worry termination, r = .27, p = .08, and EMA rumination initiation was not significantly correlated with rumination termination, r = .09, p = .6.
In summary, the present findings suggest that, in general, the lab measures were reasonably able to differentiate worry from rumination, but not initiation from termination. These findings are consistent with the possibility that there are at least some meaningful differences between worry and rumination. Consequently, in Study 2, we collected data from an independent sample in which we obtained lab measures, attention bias measures, and questionnaires to further explore potential distinctions between worry and rumination. We also found that the EMA measures were able to distinguish between initiation and termination (consistent with Berenbaum et al. 2018 ), but not between worry and rumination.
Study 2
The goal of Study 2 was to examine the relationship between attentional bias and both worry and rumination, focusing on: (1) whether worry and rumination are associated with attentional biases regarding different types of content (physical threat/danger vs. loss/failure); (2) whether attention is drawn toward or away from specific types of stimuli; and (3) whether the initiation and termination phases of worry and rumination have distinctive or similar patterns of attentional bias.
Methods
Participants
Participants were 223 undergraduate students (69.8% female; mean age = 18.9 years). The majority of participants (59.0%) .34* were White, followed by 19.5% Asian, 11.8% African American, and 5.2% biracial; 4.5% chose to describe themselves as "other." All participants completed a voluntary informed consent at the start of the session and received monetary compensation for their participation. The research protocol was approved by the university institutional review board.
Measures of Worry and Rumination
The same laboratory tasks (worry initiation, worry termination, rumination initiation, and rumination termination) were used as in Study 1. We additionally administered the PSWQ and the RRQ.
Measures of Attentional Bias for Physical Threat/ Danger and Loss/Failure
In order to test our hypothesis that worry and rumination would be differentially associated with biased attention to different types of content (physical threat vs. loss/failure), we implemented a dot-probe task using both types of content as stimuli. Since there was no previous study differentiating the content of the stimuli in such a way (i.e., physical threat vs. loss/failure) within the same paradigm, we used the following procedure. A total of 253 pictures were selected from the International Affective Picture System (IAPS; Lang et al. 1997) and from a sorted source on the web. We selected pictures that potentially fall in one of the following stimulus types: physical threat/danger (e.g., man with knife), loss/failure (e.g., people crying), and neutral (e.g., woman reading).
These pictures were rated independently by seven raters using the Valence and Arousal scales of the Self-Assessment Manikin (SAM; Bradley and Lang 1994) which ranged from 1 (low pleasure, low arousal) to 9 (high pleasure, high arousal). Each picture was rated on two additional scales, physical threat/danger and loss/failure, on a scale of 1 (not at all relevant) to 5 (extremely relevant). Pictures were categorized as physical threat/danger if they received an average rating of greater than 3.5 on the physical threat/danger scale, less than 2.5 on the loss/failure scale, and less than 3.5 on the valence scale. Pictures were categorized as loss/failure if they received an average rating of greater than 3.5 on the loss/failure scale, less than 2.5 on the physical threat/danger scale, and less than 3.5 on the valence scale. Finally, pictures were categorized as neutral if they received an average rating of less than 2.5 on both physical threat/danger and loss/failure scales, and higher than 4.5 on the valence scale. These selection criteria resulted in the selection of 120 pictures (48 from the IAPS; 72 from the web); 24 pictures for physical threat/danger, 24 pictures for loss/failure, and 72 pictures for neutral. The descriptive statistics of the physical thereat/ danger, loss/failure, valence, and arousal ratings are reported in Online Appendix E. Another 24 neutral pictures were selected for the practice trials. In line with the procedure of Mogg et al. (2000) , three types of stimulus pairs were created: physical threat/danger-neutral (24 pairs), loss/ failure-neutral (24 pairs), neutral-neutral (24 pairs). The pictures were carefully matched with respect to valence and arousal ratings and the presence of a person and concreteness. Pictures had a height of 4.6 cm and a mean width of 6.5 cm. The dot-probe task was programmed and presented using E-Prime (Schneider et al. 2002) . Each of the 48 emotion picture pairs (physical threat/danger, loss/failure) was presented four times and each of the 24 neutral picture pairs was presented two times, for a total of 240 trials, which were presented in a new, fully randomized order for each participant. Each trial started with a fixation cross in the middle of the screen for 500 ms. Then, two pictures appeared, one 2.2 cm above and one 2.2 cm below, the center of the screen for 500 ms. Following the offset of the pictures, a blank screen showed for 14 ms and a single dot or a double dot appeared in the center of the screen location where one of the pictures had been and remained on the screen until the participant pressed one of the two keys on the keyboard to indicate whether the target is a single dot or a double dot. The accuracy and latency of each response was recorded. The inter-trial interval was one of the following, in a random order: 500, 750, 1000, and 1250 ms. The emotional stimulus pictures (physical threat/danger, loss/ failure) appeared in the upper and the lower positions with equal probability, with the matched neutral picture of each pair appearing in the other position. The target (a dot or a double dot) was also presented in both positions with equal probability.
Participants were told that the target could appear in the upper or lower position on the screen and were instructed to indicate whether the target was a single dot or a double dot as quickly and accurately as possible by pressing the left arrow key if the target was a single dot and by pressing the right arrow key if the target was a double dot. Participants first completed 12 practice trials before completing the actual task.
Procedures
All participants completed all of the following tasks: four laboratory tasks measuring the initiation and termination of worry and rumination, dot-probe task, and questionnaires. To minimize fatigue and potential transfer effects between tasks, the study was conducted in two separate sessions, each held on a different day. The order of tasks was counterbalanced.
Results and Discussion
Data Processing
Dot-Probe Task
Data from three participants were removed from analysis because their overall accuracy was less than 80%. After exclusion, overall accuracy was 96.5 (SD = 0.03) %.
We excluded from analysis trials in which the RTs were shorter than 200 ms, exceeded 2,500 ms, were 3SDs above each participant's mean, or were incorrect.
Attentional bias indices were calculated for each stimulus type (i.e., physical threat/danger and loss/failure) using MacLeod and Mathews' (1988) method where RTs on congruent trials are subtracted from RTs on incongruent trials. Thus, an index for attentional bias to physical threat/ danger was created by subtracting RTs on congruent trials from RTs on incongruent trials for physical/danger stimuli (i.e., Threat/danger Incongruent RTs-Threat/danger Congruent RTs). A positive attentional bias score indicates attention bias toward the threatening pictures, a negative attentional bias score indicates attention bias away from threat, and zero indicates no attentional bias. Similarly, an index for attentional bias to loss/failure was created by subtracting RTs on congruent trials from RTs on incongruent trials for loss/failure stimuli (i.e., Loss/Failure Incongruent RTs-Loss/Failure Congruent RTs). Descriptive statistics of attentional bias indices are reported in Online Appendix F.
Worry and Rumination Measures
Lab worry initiation and lab rumination initiation measures were positively skewed (i.e., absolute value of the skewness statistic greater than two times the standard error of the skewness) and thus log-transformed. Descriptive statistics for all the laboratory variables and questionnaires are reported in Online Appendix G.
Correlations Between Attentional Bias Indices and Laboratory and Questionnaire Measures of Worry and Rumination
As shown in Table 3 , worry initiation was associated with attention bias away from threat, r = − .14, p = .04, such that the more avoidance of threat stimuli, the greater the likelihood of initiating worry. In addition, though not significant, there was a trend for worry termination to also be associated with bias away from threat, r = − .12, p = .08. Neither worry initiation nor worry termination was correlated with attentional bias to loss/failure, ps > .4.
Rumination termination was associated with attention bias toward loss/failure, r = .16, p = .019, such that the more bias towards loss/failure stimuli, the greater the difficulty terminating rumination. Rumination initiation was not correlated with attentional bias to loss/failure, r = .05, p > .4. Neither rumination initiation nor rumination termination was correlated with attentional bias to threat, ps > .1.
In addition, analyses using the data analytic approach 3 recommended by Meng et al. (1992) indicate that worry and rumination show differential content-specificity in their attentional bias. That is, worry initiation was significantly more strongly correlated with a bias index for threat than with a bias index for loss/failure, z = − 2.0, p = .046. Rumination termination was significantly more strongly correlated with a bias index for loss/failure than with a bias index for threat, z = − 2.81, p = .005. Neither worry termination nor rumination initiation showed differences in the magnitude of correlations with a bias index for threat versus a bias index for loss/failure, ps > .1.
Lastly, neither the PSWQ nor the RRQ were significantly correlated with any of the attentional bias measures, ps > 0.3.
In summary, building upon the distinction between worry versus rumination observed using the lab measures in Study 1, the findings from Study 2 suggest different patterns of attentional bias associated with worry and rumination.
General Discussion
Taken together, the results of the two studies suggest that there are some meaningful differences between worry and rumination. In Study 1, we found that the laboratory measures were reasonably able to differentiate worry from rumination. In addition, findings from Study 2 suggest that worry and rumination can be differentiated in terms of their attention to different contents (threat vs. loss/failure). That is, worry was associated with bias away from threat, whereas rumination was associated with bias toward loss/failure. It is notable that not only were worry and rumination associated with attentional biases to different content, the patterns of the associations (toward or away from stimuli) were in opposite directions.
Although previous studies with anxiety disorders and MDD have shown content-specificity of attentional biases (i.e., attentional bias to threat in anxiety disorders and attentional bias to dysphoric information in MDD) (Hankin et al. 2010; Mathews and MacLeod 2005) , the present study is the first to demonstrate that worry and rumination show differential content-specificity in their attentional bias. Furthermore, this is the first study demonstrating that rumination is more broadly associated with a bias towards information related to a theme of loss/failure rather than dysphoric information (e.g., sad faces) only. These findings are consistent with the existing conceptualization that describes worry as repeated ideation focused on to-be-avoided threats, and rumination as focused on to-be-understood loss or failure (Mathews and MacLeod 2005; Smith and Alloy 2009) . In addition, the current findings are particularly relevant to the Research Domain Criteria (RDoC) initiative, which highlights threat and loss as key constructs, each of which are characterized by biased attention processing in anxiety and depression (Dillon et al. 2014; Gibb et al. 2016; Mennin and Fresco 2013) . Whereas previous research focused on alterations in threat and reward processing in anxiety and depression, the current findings suggest that worry and rumination are also differentially associated with threat versus reward processing, similar to anxiety and depression. Accumulating evidence suggests that attention training may benefit individuals with emotional disorders (Cisler and Koster 2010) .The results of the present study raise the possibility that the success of attention training may be enhanced by attending to the contents of the stimuli used (e.g., utilizing different contents of stimuli depending on individuals' primary pattern of negative repetitive thinking).
It is important to note that the direction of relationship between worry and attention bias found in the current study (i.e., worry initiation is associated with threat avoidance) is in constrast with prior findings that demonstrated that high worriers and individuals with GAD show an increased attention bias towards threat Mathews and MacLeod 2005) . It is possible that the differences in sample characteristics (i.e., non-clinical, unselected individuals vs. pathological, high worriers) may have contributed to this discrepancy. That is, individuals who worry more easily show greater avoidance of threat, but as their worry symptoms worsen and reach the level of clinical significance, the nature of attention bias changes such that their attention is oriented to threat. Supporting this account, studies have shown that high worriers and non-worrying high trait anxious individuals (e.g., Engel et al. 2005; Paulesu et al. 2010) show distinct neural characteristics. Nonetheless, future longitudinal work is warranted to examine the potential changes in attention bias patterns as a function of clinical severity of worry symptoms. In addition, we cannot rule out the possibility that other features of the study (e.g., types of stimuli used, duration of the stimuli) may have contributed to this discrepancy. A few studies have found that, in a probe task using neutral and threatening stimuli, higher stimulus threat levels led to faster detection (vigilance), whereas low levels of stimulus threat (the types of stimuli we used) led to slowed detection of probes in the same location (avoidance) (Koster et al. 2006; Wilson and MacLeod 2003) . 4 In addition, given that the attention bias measures using dot-probe tasks provide only a snapshot of attention at one point in time (Bradley et al. 1998; Kellough et al. 2008 ), it will be important to examine the changing course of attention over time. This could be achieved using different stimulus durations or different methods, such as eye-tracking.
The avoidance theory of worry (Borkovec 1994) suggests that worry is an avoidance response that prevents individuals from adequately processing situationally relevant information and deploying adaptive coping responses, which leads to pathological distress and worsening of the symptoms. In contrast, rumination theorists suggest that focusing one's attention on stressors and symptoms is more maladaptive than distracting oneself from thinking about them (NolenHoeksema 1998). Based on these theories, the current findings suggest that both worry and rumination are associated with attention patterns (i.e., avoiding threat, focusing on loss/failure) that have been described as maladaptive. It is possible that the attentional bias patterns associated with worry and rumination may play a role in the development of emotional disturbances, such as anxiety and depression. They are also consistent with the view that worry and rumination differ with regard to at least some attentional processes (Beck 2008; Clark et al. 1989) .
We hypothesize that both worry laboratory tasks largely tap individual differences in the degree to which potential sources of threat/danger are considered significant-in other words, they are largely indices of threat perception. Along the same lines, we hypothesize that both rumination laboratory tasks largely tap individual differences in the degree to which potential sources of loss/failure are considered significant. Such an account can explain several findings across the two studies. First, it can explain why the laboratory tasks distinguished between worry and rumination. The main difference between the worry and rumination lab measures was eliciting negative thoughts using different types of content (threat/danger vs. loss/failure). Specifically, we used different types of prompt content for the initiation tasks, and different types of topic content for the termination tasks. Second, this account can also explain why the laboratory tasks did not distinguish between initiation and termination. The recent modification of the IT model of worrying (Berenbaum et al. 2018) proposes that threat perception influences both the initiation and termination of worrying. This shared characteristic may have been reflected on both the initiation and the termination lab tasks. Third, this account explains why the two worry tasks did not differ significantly in their associations with attentional bias to threat/danger and why the two rumination tasks did not differ significantly in their associations with attentional bias to loss/failure. Because both worry initiation and termination tasks captured individual differences in perception of threat, they may have shown similar patterns of association with biased attention to threat. Similarly, because both rumination initiation and termination tasks captured individual differences in perception of loss/failure, they may have shown similar patterns of association with biased attention to loss/failure. Finally, given that we would expect attentional bias to be associated most specifically with perceptions of threat/danger and loss/failure (as opposed to other aspects of worrying and ruminating), this account of the lab tasks can explain why the lab tasks were associated with attentional bias whereas questionnaire measures of worry and rumination were not. It is possible that questionnaires are not as good as lab tasks in capturing individual differences in the degree to which potential sources of threat or loss/failure are considered significant. It is worth noting that prior findings investigating the link between attention bias and questionnaire measures of worry and rumination are largely mixed (Engels et al. 2007; Oathes et al. 2011; Sass et al. 2010) .
We acknowledge some limitations of the present research. There is undoubtedly room for improving the present lab tasks as well as the EMA measures. In addition to considering modifications to the instructions, it will be worth adding or modifying some of the questions. For example, for the worry termination task, one could potentially use additional questions to reduce any ambiguity (e.g., Are you worrying? Did you try to stop worrying? If so, how difficult was it to stop worrying?). In addition, for EMA, one can potentially collect information about what participants were worrying about to understand the nature and pattern of their worries. Because we used a sample of college students, it likely included few, if any, individuals with clinically debilitating levels of worrying/ruminating. Thus, it will be important for future studies to examine whether the current findings are replicated, or if different patterns emerge in samples with greater representation of the extreme end of the worrying and ruminating continua. In addition, it is important to note that, in the dot-probe administered in Study 2, we used stimuli specifically related to physical threat or danger (but not social or other types of threat) in order to differentiate them from the loss/failure stimuli. Because of the inherent difference in threat versus loss/failure stimuli, arousal levels of stimuli are not equated, and this should be noted as a limitation. Future research using different sets of stimuli that capture a broader range of worry and rumination topics is warranted. In addition, although a dot-probe is one of the most frequently used attentional bias measures, it has been criticized due to its poor psychometric properties (Schmukle 2005) . Thus, future studies may supplement traditional measures of attentional bias (e.g., dot-probe) with additional measures of cognitive processing and performance, including implicit measures like eye tracking and psychophysiological measures such as EEG and neuroimaging. Finally, the present findings are based on a cross-sectional design. Future research is warranted to investigate the potential causal relationships of distinctive attentional processes and worry and rumination using rigorous longitudinal designs and experimental manipulations. Despite its limitations, the current study adds to the evidence that there are some meaningful differences between worry and rumination, and provides clues to better understanding them, their roles in emotional disorders, and how they may be best targeted in treatment.
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